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Model Brochure 

 

Zener Diode Characteristic Apparatus 
 

RSE- 103, Zener Diode Characteristic Apparatus with RS-Cube Safety Assurance The Zener 

diode is like a general-purpose signal diode. When biased in the forward direction it behaves just like 

a normal signal diode, but when a reverse voltage is applied to it, the voltage remains constant for a 

wide range of currents. Avalanche Breakdown: There is a limit for the reverse voltage. Reverse 

voltage can increase until the diode breakdown voltage reaches. This point is called Avalanche 

Breakdown region. At this stage maximum current will flow through the zener diode. This breakdown 

point is referred as “Zener voltage”. The Zener Diode is used in its "reverse bias". From the I-V 

Characteristics curve we can study that the zener diode has a region in its reverse bias characteristics 

of almost a constant negative voltage regardless of the value of the current flowing through the diode 

and remains nearly constant even with large changes in current as long as the zener diodes current 

remains between the breakdown current and the maximum current rating . 

 

 

Product Name Zener Diode 

Characteristics 

Apparatus 

Product Model No.  RSE-103 

MRP 4,450/- 

Brand  RS-Cube™ 
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Specification: 

 

Model No. RSE-103 

Type of On-board meter available Analog 

Number of Potentiometers provided onboard to vary load resistance 1 

Number of variable DC power supply available on board 2 

Variable DC power supply (in volts) 10 

Number of LED indicators available to indicate Power input 1 

Availability of DC Voltmeter available on board Yes 

Range of DC Voltmeter (in volt) 0-30 

Availability of DC Ammeter on board Yes 

Range of DC Ammeter (in milli Ampere) 0-100 

Number of test points provided onboard to observe signals 10 

Necessary patch cords available for interconnection Yes 

Casing Material Plastic 

Indicate operating input power supply requirements 210V  

Min Operating temperature for Network Theorem Kit in degree Celsius -5 

Max Operating temperature for Network Theorem Kit in degree Celsius 55 

Operating Humidity for Network Theorem Kit (RH) 90% 

If Yes, Test Report to be furnished to the Buyer on demand Yes with Test Report 

Whether manufacturer of offered product has national/international 

certification (such as ISO, TUV, etc ) 
Yes 

Indicate name of certification agency & certificate number and date ISO 

Installation and Demonstration included in the scope of supply Yes 

Supplied with comprehensive user manual Yes 

Warranty of Network Theorem kit 1 

 


